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OBSERVATIONS FROM THE CONTROLLER OF BUDGET’S ANNUAL COUNTY 

GOVERNMENTS BUDGET IMPLEMENTATION REVIEW REPORT FOR THE 

FINANCIAL YEAR 2017/18 OF SEPTEMBER 2018  

Revenue raised by the county government 

The county government projected that its contribution to revenue for FY 2017/18 (from revenue 

collection) would only be 4.2% of the budget (Ksh. 182.86 million). Considering Isiolo County’s 

massive untapped revenue potential, this figure betrays the county government’s extremely low 

ambition in relation to revenue collection despite the county’s immense revenue potential. The 

county government has a constitutional obligation under to raise revenue from county sources.  

According to the Controller of Budget’s report, the county government managed to generate a 

meagre Ksh. 114.56 million (62.6% of target) through its revenue collection initiatives, against 

the Ksh. 182.86 million it had projected to raise in its Approved Supplementary Budget. 

Nevertheless, this represented a 20.6% increase in revenue collection compared to the previous 

FY, and for this, the county government ought to be commended. However, this is still a very 

low figure considering the Isiolo County’s revenue potential.  

Related to this issue of revenue collection, and a concern raised by the Auditor-General is the 

fact that while the county executive reported to the Auditor-General revenue collection of Ksh. 

114,130,920, it failed to provide all receipts and documentation necessary to verify this amount. 

Further, monies to the tune of Ksh. 36,052,737 were made directly from the County Revenue 

Collection Account held at Consolidated Bank of Kenya without the necessary Exchequer 

approval as required under Sections 63 and 80 of the Public Finance (County Government) 

Regulations, and no documentary evidence was provided of the expenditures. Further, contrary 

to the requirements of Section 81 of the Public Finance (County Government) Regulations, the 

county executive continued to hold these revenues in the commercial bank account instead of 

transferring them to the County Revenue Fund as required.  

As noted by the Audiro-General, an automated revenue collection system would make revenue 

collection more efficient. However, the county executive already spent Ksh. 64,153,600 on such 

a system, but the system was abandoned because of server failures.  

County debt 

Quite related to and with an impact on county revenue is the question of debt owed to the county. 

In a stinging indictment on the county executive’ revenue collection (in)abilities, the Auditor-

General revealed that the county is owed outstanding debts of Ksh. 89,982,454 which it has so 

far failed to collect. The county executive does not seem to have a debt recovery plan either.  
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Imbalance between recurrent expenditure and development expenditure 

Of the Ksh. 4.4 billion available to the county government for the FY 2017/18, Ksh. 3.76 billion 

was approved for use by the Controller of Budget, but the county only spent Ksh. 3.39 billion. 

Notably, however, a massive Ksh. 2.25 billion of the utilised amount was spent on recurrent 

expenditure. Of this, Ksh. 1.47 billion was spent on personnel emoluments (salaries and 

allowances) and Ksh. 777.75 on operations and maintenance. The county executive alone, 

according to the Auditor-General, spent Ksh. 1,313,626,293 on salaries. While it is appreciated 

that the county government requires qualified and sufficiently-motivated staff in order to deliver 

on its constitutional mandate, Ksh. 1.47 billion is an enormous amount of money to spend on 

salaries and allowances, especially in a county with one of the worst poverty ratios in the 

country. Instead of striving to reduce the public wage bill, the county government increased 

expenditure in this regard by 7.7% compared to the previous FY. This also points to a failure by 

the County Public Service Board to discharge its constitutional functions of aligning its staffing 

policies with the need to ensure a manageable public wage bill.  

This is especially worrying when considered in the context of the monies spent by the county on 

development expenditure. The county spent a measly Ksh. 1.14 billion for development 

expenditure. It is apparent that the county’s priorities are not development-oriented considering 

the negligible spending on development. The county executive has misconstrued and/or ignored 

its primary mandate which is development.  

Creditors and pending bills  

According to the Controller of Budget, the county had an accumulated Ksh. 101.33 million in 

pending bills. The Auditor-General put this figure at Ksh. 1,021,459,187 for the executive alone. 

Quite shockingly, the county executive does not maintain record of creditors (register or ledger). 

Such huge pending bills inevitably frustrate persons doing business with the county executive 

and slow economic activity in the county. As a result of this persistent failure to pay creditors, 

the High Court of Kenya ordered the county’s Revenue Collection Account at Consolidated 

Bank to be attached, leading to Ksh. 2.99 million being recovered by creditors from the account.  
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OBSERVATIONS FROM THE AUDITOR GENERAL’S REPORT ON THE 

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS OF ISIOLO COUNTY EXECUTIVE FOR THE 

FINANCIAL YEAR 2017/18: QUALIFIED OPINION 

Discrepancies between county financial statements and IFMIS 

In exercise of powers under Section 12(1)(e) of the Public Finance Management Act, 2012 

which requires the National Treasury to design and prescribe an efficient and transparent 

financial management system for national and county governments, the National Treasury 

established the Integrated Financial Management Information System (IFMIS). All payments by 

public entities are required to be done through IFMIS. However, the Auditor-General noted 

discrepancies between county executive payments and IFMIS records. Specifically, a total of 

Ksh. 1,722,374,882 captured on IFMIS were not reflected in the county executive’s financial 

statement. Additionally, Ksh. 592,172,166 was spent outside IFMIS. Without an explanation for 

the above, it is impossible to verify the accuracy of the county executive’s expenditure.  

Transparency and accountability 

The Constitution at Article 201 binds all public organs to utilise public funds based on the 

principles of public finance which include openness, accountability, public participation and the 

promotion of equitable development throughout the country. However, the County Executive 

failed to publish quarterly cash flow projections and liquidity position reports as required under 

Section 43 of the Public Finance Management Act, 2012 (PFMA). Consequently, the 

Executive’s revenue and expenditure policies were shrouded in secrecy and lack of transparency 

and accountability. Further, the Executive failed to publish all contracts entered into as required 

by the Public Procurement and Asset Disposal Act, neither did it submit them to the Public 

Procurement Regulatory Authority as required under the same Act.  

Failure to establish audit committee and County Budget Forum 

The county executive’s transparency problems are compounded by the fact that the Executive is 

yet to establish an Internal Audit Committee, a worrying violation of Article 155 of the Public 

Finance Management Act 2012. As a result, county financial operations/expenditure are not 

subjected to an internal audit process which would serve as an early warning system to identify 

potential issues early and either avoid them or mitigate their effect.  Additionally, this created a 

loophole whereby the County Treasury fail to submit financial reports to the Auditor-General on 

time.  

Further, the county has not established a County Budget and Economic Forum (CBEF) as 

required by Section 137 of the PFM. As a result, public participation in county budget processes 

is hampered. 
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Unexplained expenditure (monies unaccounted for) 

The Auditor-General discovered significant discrepancies in the county executive’s reporting of 

its spending.  

• The county executive failed to provide supporting documents justifying expenditure of a 

reported Ksh. 455,079,767. 

• A scrutiny of bank documents revealed that Ksh. 1,200,000 reportedly disbursed to 

Sericho and Merti health centres was actually not disbursed. The fate of the money could 

not be accounted be determined.  

• The Auditor’s report revealed alleged expenditure of Ksh. 4,309,200 on purchase of fuel, 

but no actual purchases were recorded in the fuel register.  

• The county executive reportedly spent Ksh. 201,669,500 on emergency food relief. 

Curiously, however, not records were available to support this expenditure (no record of 

dates, venues and the people to which this relief food was distributed). 

• The county executive reportedly spent Ksh. 197,321,299 on civil works. However, the 

executive could not provide documentation (tender documents, works completion 

documents and certificates of completion) to prove the existence of these civil works and 

to justify the expenditure. Of this amount, Ksh. 14,199,818 was listed as pending bill for 

works allegedly done on drainage, desilting, gabion and flush control works in Kambi 

Garba, Bulla Nasei, Ashraf and Olla Bulla. Physical verification revealed that no such 

works had been done. 

• Ksh. 39,306,000 alleged expenditure on hire of motor vehicles could not be verified.  

• Ksh. 35,251,396 alleged expenditure on consultancy services could not be verified, and 

the nature of these services is unknown.  

• Ksh. 5,243,304 was paid for water projects which were actually not constructed.  

• Ksh. 3,188,395 was paid for grading of the World Vision-Muriri Road, but the road was 

actually not graded.  

• By reportedly hiring casual workers without the involvement of the County Public 

Service Board, the county executive unlawfully incurred an expenditure of Ksh. 

13,263,461. 

• The county executive could not provide documentary evidence to support expenditure of 

a total of Ksh. 28,617,790, Ksh. 14,249,199 and Ksh. 18,250,345 spent on specialized 

material, office supplies and legal services respectively. 
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Dollar accounts held in commercial banks contrary to the law 

The Auditor-General noted that the Executive operates a USD account at a commercial bank 

(Consolidate Bank). This is a flagrant violation of the requirement of Section 76 of the Public 

Finance Management (County Government) Regulations 2015 which requires the Executive to 

hold any foreign currency accounts at the Central Bank. 

Accounts held in commercial banks contrary to the law 

The Auditor-General noted that the Executive operates five bank accounts at commercial banks, 

without permission form Treasury. This is a flagrant violation of the requirement of Section 82 

of the Public Finance Management (County Government) Regulations 2015 which requires that 

the Executive can only hold bank accounts at the Central Bank of Kenya.  

Executive expenditure on travel  

The Auditor-General’s report reveals a worrying trend on the Executive’s utilisation of public 

funds. It’s troubling that the Executive could not provide documentary evidence and justification 

for Ksh. 4,456,650 of public funds allegedly spent on domestic travel and subsistence. In total, 

the Executive spent Ksh. 89,134,440 on domestic travel and subsistence, a figure not justifiable 

especially in light of Isiolo’s dire need for development projects. Additionally, Ksh. 10,880,617 

on international travel and subsistence. 
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OBSERVATIONS FROM THE AUDITOR GENERAL’S REPORT ON THE 

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS OF ISIOLO COUNTY ASSEMBLY FOR THE 

FINANCIAL YEAR 2017/18: ADVERSE OPINION 

The County Assembly reportedly spent Ksh. 515,023,477. After examining the Assembly’s 

expenditure, the Auditor-General determined that the County Assembly had not lawfully and 

effectively utilised public funds. Some of the glaring discrepancies in the Assembly’s use of 

public funds as well as other issues of concern are highlighted below.  

Transparency and accountability 

The Constitution at Article 201 binds all public organs to utilise public funds based on the 

principles of public finance which include openness, accountability, public participation and the 

promotion of equitable development throughout the country. However, the County Assembly 

failed to publish quarterly financial reports as well as procurement contracts and other contract 

awards as required by the constitutional provision above and Articles 166 of the Public Finance 

Management Act, 2012 (PFMA) and 138 and 152 of the Public Procurement and Assets 

Disposals Act, 2015 (PPDA). Consequently, the Assembly’s procurement process was shrouded 

in secrecy and lack of transparency and accountability.  

Failure to establish audit committee 

The Assembly’s unacceptable disregard for transparency obligations was compounded by the 

fact that the Assembly, contrary to the requirement of the Public Finance Management 

Regulations, 2015 has so far failed to establish an audit committee to ensure internal financial 

discipline. As a result, the Assembly’s expenditure was not subject to internal controls, and 

additionally, this created loopholes which enabled Fund Administrators to fail to submit 

expenditure reports of the County Assembly Members Car Loan Fund and County Bursary 

Funds, contrary to the requirements of Section 168 of the PFMA.  

Disregard for Auditor-General’s recommendations 

Overall, the Auditor-General expressed concern that the Assembly did not provide any 

information on how it addressed the issues raised and recommendations made by the Auditor-

General in his report of the previous financial year. The Auditor-General’s reports are designed 

to, among others, identify financial issues arising out of public spending and making 

recommendations aimed at promoting the effective and accountable use of public funds. These 

recommendations are not mere formality or suggestions. Public entities, including the County 

Assembly, are legally required to implement the Auditor-General’s recommendations and report 

on action taken, a requirement that stems from the constitutional requirements on transparency 

and accountability in use of public funds. 
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Unexplained/missing amounts 

The Auditor-General discovered significant missing amounts of money from w review of the 

Assembly’s financial statements, particularly arising from liabilities, cash balance and ledger 

amounts.  

• The Auditor-General also took issue with the County Assembly’s failure to disclose any 

liabilities that it may have. Disclosure of liabilities not only enables an objective 

assessment of a public body’s financial health, but also enables a determination to be 

made on the level of transparency and accountability with which a public body is run.  

• The Auditor-General notably flagged an unexplained missing amount of Ksh. 32,669,208 

from the County Assembly’s cash balance. It was noted that at the close of the FY 

2017/18, the Assembly reported a cash balance of Ksh. 53,744,456; however, the 

Assembly’s cash balance at the beginning of FY 2017/18 was only Ksh. 21,075,248. No 

explanation was provided by the Assembly for the missing Ksh. 32,669,208.  

• Additionally, the County Assembly initially reported its cash balance (on 28 September 

2018) as Ksh. 4,878,064, but subsequently revised this figure to Ksh. 27,948,745. 

Characteristically, the Assembly provided no explanation for this revision or the failure 

to make full and accurate disclosure on 28 September 2018, and no documentary 

evidence for this increase was provided.  

• Also worrying is the discovery by the Auditor-General of an unexplained missing amount 

of Ksh. 2,565,346 due to irreconcilable financial statement and ledger. While the ledger 

reported a balance of Ksh. 204,729,435, the financial statement reported a balance of 

Ksh. 202,164,089. No explanation was provided by the Assembly for the missing Ksh. 

32,669,208. 

• The Assembly’s outstanding imprest could also not be ascertained. While the Assembly 

reported nil outstanding imprest, a review of the imprest register disclosed an outstanding 

amount of Ksh. 4,394,500, and no explanation was provided for this missing amount. 

• A further missing amount of Ksh. 851,300 was reported as having been utilised for 

purposes of domestic travel and subsistence, but no evidence exists of this expenditure 

having been authorise, neither is there any documentary evidence to prove its utilisation. 

• Additionally, the Assembly could not account for Ksh. 14,690,236 which despite being 

reported as expenditure, was not supported by any documentary evidence. 

• The Assembly also recorder having purchased a Toyota Land Cruiser for use by the 

County Assembly Speaker worth Ksh. 10,900,000. However, no documentary evidence 

authorising purchase from the County Assembly Service Board or evidencing the 
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purchase itself (such as logbook) were available. Further, the motor-vehicle is not listed 

in the Assembly’s assets register. Logically, this means that the vehicle’s existence 

cannot be verified, and the Ksh. 10 million cannot be accounted for. 

• The Assembly could not, further, account for Ksh. 2,118,000 listed as spent on the 

purchase of curtains and carpets and for web development and upgrade, but for which no 

documentary evidence is provided. 

• The Assembly also failed to provide documentary support for Ksh. 2,424,000 allegedly 

spent on ‘specialised material’. 

Accounts held in commercial banks contrary to the law 

The Auditor-General noted that the Assembly operates two bank accounts at commercial banks 

(Equity Bank and National Bank). This is a flagrant violation of the requirement of the Public 

Finance Management (County Government) Regulations 2015 which requires that the Assembly 

can only hold bank accounts at the Central Bank of Kenya.  

Assembly expenditure on travel and political party activity 

The Auditor-General’s report reveals a worrying trend on the Assembly’s utilisation of public 

funds. It’s troubling that the Assembly utilised Ksh. 92,058,000 of public funds on domestic 

travel and subsistence alone. It is also quite troubling that the Assembly spent a whooping Ksh. 

2,378,109 on international travel and subsistence. Considering the fact that the Assembly’s 

primary constitutional area of operation is Isiolo County, this massive expenditure on travel 

(presumably a huge chunk of it being outside the county) is a massive waste of public resources 

that would otherwise be utilised for development purposes.  

Further, the Auditor-General’s report reveals that an MCAs was paid travel and subsistence 

allowances of Ksh. 132,000 to attend a political party workshop. Under the PFMA, political 

party activities are not official functions and as such, should not be funded from the Assembly’s 

budget.  

Fencing of MCA’s ward offices: Value for money? 

The Auditor-General also raised questions concerning Ksh. 9,630,000 allegedly spent on fencing 

MCA’s ward offices. The tendering process for this project was shrouded in mystery as the 

relevant documentation was not availed for inspection and verification. Additionally, spot-checks 

on three ward offices (Ngaremara, Bula Pesa and Oldonyiro) revealed incomplete work and poor 

workmanship.  
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CONCLUSION 

Due to improper financial practices, including unauthorised and unsupported expenditure and the 

lack of documentary evidence to evidence lawful spending, the Auditor-General issued a 

qualified and adverse opinion to the Executive and the Assembly respectively. The Executive 

and Assembly, being public bodies, have a constitutional obligation to uphold the principles of 

public finance enshrined in Chapter 12 of the Constitution of Kenya. What these reports reveal is 

a blatant disregard for these constitutional principles. The result is possible misappropriation of 

public funds and/or outright embezzlement. The result is that Isiolo County is still unable to pull 

itself out of its status of historically marginalisation as its people still lack basic services which 

are the duty of the county government to provide. The county government needs to carefully 

study the reports of the Controller of Budget and the Auditor-General with a view to 

immediately arresting the wastage revealed in the county government and appropriately 

redirecting the county government’s agenda towards development. 

 

SEN. FATUMA ADAN DULLO, CBS, MP, 

SENATOR ISIOLO COUNTY. 

 

 

 


